
-Bloonsfield 1933 on English pheral
Peculiar: [f, 0,s] - [v, 8, a]

* Decriptive order is fiction - speaker don't do them, it's just simpled description

Modern syntax: our brain do grawwar for real!?)

a Chamely take historic order as grammatical onder
4 Idea of derivation from abstract to concrete

Chameky: axiomatie system

Robert lee review of Chomey: first axiomatic system
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- Proper government
- Subcategorisation
- UnergativeUnaccusitue intromisitive, sabject is agent

- Topicalization
- Wh-movement
- Upstairs reading

Where did you have the idea I was sitting?
A Locative unversion paper

- Section 2 :can't have locative inversion in some situations
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" checking theony - verb expects
checked in

case, case feature needs to be

some are strong some are weak.
overt covert

a Back to fisture paper

Why I-interpretable I feature?
Rover is phorality not interpretable
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